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The Taste of Ashes
A step-by-step guide to researching your family tree. Interested in doing your family tree but
don’t know how? Genealogy for Beginners covers everything you need to get started
researching your family history or continue a project you’ve already started. You’ll get practical
suggestions from an experienced genealogist, and detailed, step-by-step instructions for
carrying out a quality family history research. Topics covered include: Getting started with a
family history research project Discovering which subscription services are worth the price
Using Ancestry.com effectively Finding obituaries Interviewing family members Preserving and
organizing paper and digital files, plus photographs Getting the most out of DNA testing for
genealogy Conducting cemetery research Finding and interpreting non-US records Doing
cultural and ethnic heritage research Finding professional researchers and translators Keeping
up with the genealogy news With this book in hand, you’re sure to succeed.

The Family Tree Guide to DNA Testing and Genetic Genealogy
Your passport to European research! Chart your research course to find your European
ancestors with the beginner-friendly, how-to instruction in this book. This one-of-a-kind
collection provides invaluable information about more than 35 countries in a single source.
Each of the 14 chapters is devoted to a specific country or region of Europe and includes all
the essential records and resources for filling in your family tree. Inside you'll find: Specific
online and print resources including 700 websites. Contact information for more than 100
archives and libraries. Help finding relevant records. Traditions and historical events that may
affect your family's past. Historical time lines and maps for each region and country. Tracing
your European ancestors can be a challenging voyage. This book will start you on the right
path to identifying your roots and following your ancestors' winding journey through history.

Story of My Life
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Organize Your Genealogy
The first comprehensive history of the Nazi concentration camps In a landmark work of history,
Nikolaus Wachsmann offers an unprecedented, integrated account of the Nazi concentration
camps from their inception in 1933 through their demise, seventy years ago, in the spring of
1945. The Third Reich has been studied in more depth than virtually any other period in
history, and yet until now there has been no history of the camp system that tells the full story
of its broad development and the everyday experiences of its inhabitants, both perpetrators
and victims, and all those living in what Primo Levi called "the gray zone." In KL, Wachsmann
fills this glaring gap in our understanding. He not only synthesizes a new generation of
scholarly work, much of it untranslated and unknown outside of Germany, but also presents
startling revelations, based on many years of archival research, about the functioning and
scope of the camp system. Examining, close up, life and death inside the camps, and adopting
a wider lens to show how the camp system was shaped by changing political, legal, social,
economic, and military forces, Wachsmann produces a unified picture of the Nazi regime and
its camps that we have never seen before. A boldly ambitious work of deep importance, KL is
destined to be a classic in the history of the twentieth century.

Advanced Genealogy Research Techniques
A must-have for genealogy research for those whose family tree includes Swedish, Danish, or
Norwegian roots. This convenient guide will help families discover their Northern European
family history while optimizing their research time.

A Dictionary of German-Jewish Surnames
Record Your Family History! From the editors of Family Tree Magazine, this workbook makes it
easy to record and organize your family history. Family Tree Memory Keeper helps you keep
track of basic genealogy information and special family memories, including traditions,
heirloom histories, family records, newsworthy moments, family migrations and immigrations,
old recipes, important dates, and much more. This book features: Dozens of fill-in pages to
record all your essential family information. Convenient paperback format for writing and
photocopying pages. Space for mounting photographs. Maps to mark your family's migration
routes. Tips for researching your family history. A comprehensive list of additional resources.
Use Family Tree Memory Keeper to log your genealogy research. Bring it to family gettogethers to gather and share information. Create an invaluable record of your ancestry for
future generations.

Czechs of Chicagoland
Provides historical maps of Europe from the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries.

The Family Tree Italian Genealogy Guide
This book provides the first comprehensive analysis of the career of Fryderyk Jagiellon
(1468-1503) arguably the most powerful churchman in medieval or early modern Central
Europe. Royal prince, bishop of Kraków, Polish primate, cardinal, regent and brother to the
rulers of Hungary, Poland, Bohemia and Lithuania, Fryderyk was a leading dynastic politician,
diplomat, ecclesiastic and cultural patron, and a pivotal figure in three Polish royal
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governments. Whereas Polish historians have traditionally cast Fryderyk as a miscreant and
national embarrassment, this study argues that he is in fact a figure of fundamental importance
for our understanding of church and monarchy in the Renaissance, who can enhance our
grasp of the period in a variety of ways. Jagiellon's career constitutes an ambitious statebuilding programme - executed in the three spheres of government, ecclesiastical governance
and cultural patronage - which reveals the multi-dimensional ways in which Renaissance
monarchies might exploit the local church to their own ends. This book also offers a rare
English language insight into the development of the Reformation in central Europe, and an
analysis of the reigns of Kazimierz IV (1447-92), Jan Olbracht (1492-1501), Aleksander
(1501-6), Poland's evolving constitution, her foreign policy, Jagiellonian dynastic strategy and,
above all, the tripartite relationship between church, Crown and state.

Tracing Your Irish Ancestors
Guidebook for researching anyone's Polish ancestry.

Slovak Pittsburgh
Gazetteer of German towns in the former kingdom of Hungary, now in Slovakia, Hungary, and
Ukraine. Includes section on doing genealogical research on Germans in Eastern Europe and
on Czech and Slovak research.

Genealogy for Beginners
This dictionary identifies more than 13,000 German-Jewish surnames from the area that was
pre-World War I Germany. From Baden-Wuerttemburg in the south to Schleswig-Holstein in
the north. From Westfalen in the west to East Prussia in the east. In addition to providing the
etymology and variants of each name, it identifies where in the region the name appeared,
identifying the town and time period. More than 300 sources were used to compile the book. A
chapter provides the Jewish population in many towns in the 19th century.

Who Do You Think You Are? - Encyclopedia of Genealogy
Given in memory of Robert C. Runnels by Sandra Runnels.

Three Slovak Women
Finding Your Chicago Ancestors
An easy-to-use reference guide focuses on the questions beginner researchers frequently ask
and offers research tips to trace family members who came to the "City of Big Shoulders."

We Were the Lucky Ones
"As a stand-alone volume, no other book in English has such a wealth of contemporary and
scholarly information. This title fills an important gap in historiography about events throughout
Central Europe over the last fourteen centuries. It presents the history of Slovakia in terms of
the latest scholarship and in context of on-going historical debate about Slovak history and its
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presentation in a post-socialist world. It addresses the historiographical controversies with
copious notes and an extensive bibliography."--Publisher's website.

Polish Genealogy
When did your Czech or Slovak ancestors immigrate, where did they leave, why did they
leave, how did they get here? This book is a wonderful resource. The author hopes you find
the answer to some of these questions in this book. This book discusses the history of their
homeland and gives some insights to possible answers to the questions about your ancestors'
immigration. The book also presents brief histories of most of the ports that were used by your
immigrants for departure from Europe and the ports where they arrived. Also covered are
details of life in steerage during the voyage and the process of examination of the immigrants
to gain admittance to the United States.

Polish Roots
Worksheets to use to record your or a loved ones life stories to preserve the memories from
your entire life. Includes space to record your and immediate family members' vital statistics to
use a a genealogical record.

Jewish Roots in Poland
Readers can discover the answers to their family history mysteries using the most-cutting edge
tool available to genealogists.

Remembering the Jagiellonians
Illustrated Slovak History
Remembering the Jagiellonians is the first study of international memories of the Jagiellonians
(1386–1596), one of the most powerful but lesser known royal dynasties of Renaissance
Europe. It explores how the Jagiellonian dynasty has been remembered since the early
modern period and assesses its role in the development of competing modern national
identities across Central, Eastern and Northern Europe. Offering a wide-ranging panoramic
analysis of Jagiellonian memory over five hundred years, this book includes coverage of
numerous present-day European countries, ranging from Bavaria to Kiev, and from Stockholm
to the Adriatic. In doing so, it allows for a large, multi-way comparison of how one shared
phenomenon has been, and still is, remembered in over a dozen neighbouring countries.
Specialists in the history of Europe are brought together to apply the latest questions from
memory theory and to combine them with debates from social science, medieval and early
modern European history to engage in an international and interdisciplinary exploration into the
relationship between memory and dynasty through time. The first book to present the
Jagiellonians' supranational history in English, Remembering the Jagiellonians opens key
discussions about the regional memory of Europe and considers the ongoing role of the
Jagiellonians in modern-day culture and politics. It is essential reading for students of early
modern and late medieval Europe, ninteenth-century nationalism and the history of memory.

Polish Roots. Second Edition
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Discusses the reasons Polish people left their homeland to come to America, the experiences
the immigrants had in the new country, and the contributions this cultural group made to
American society. Includes sidebars and activities.

The Last Wish
The standard introduction to tracing your Irish ancestors. This third edition updates and
improves on all the material in this bestselling book, including a specific chapter on the
Internet, with detailed references to online transcripts in the source lists.

The Architecture of Poland
Get Your Research in Order! Stop struggling to manage all your genealogy facts, files, and
data--make a plan of attack to maximize your progress. Organize Your Genealogy will show
you how to use tried-and-true methods and the latest tech tools and genealogy software to
organize your research plan, workspace, and family-history finds. In this book, you'll learn how
to organize your time and resources, including how to set goals and objectives, determine
workable research questions, sort paper and digital documents, keep track of physical and
online correspondence, prepare for a research trip, and follow a skill-building plan. With this
comprehensive guide, you'll make the most of your research time and energy and put yourself
on a road to genealogy success. Organize Your Genealogy features: * Secrets to developing
organized habits that will maximize your research time and progress * Hints for setting up the
right physical and online workspaces * Proven, useful systems for organizing paper and
electronic documents * Tips for managing genealogy projects and goals * The best tools for
organizing every aspect of your ancestry research * Easy-to-use checklists and worksheets to
apply the book's strategies Whether you're a newbie seeking best practices to get started or a
seasoned researcher looking for new and better ways of getting organized, this guide will help
you manage every facet of your ancestry research.

The Family Tree Scottish Genealogy Guide
Chicago was once the second-largest Bohemian city outside the Czech lands. The Czechs first
settled, serendipitously, behind the notorious O'Leary barn. Spared the Great Fire of 1871,
they were displaced several blocks south by the ensuing land crush. There they built more
permanent quarters in the community that became known as Pilsen, a neighborhood whose
name and architecture survive to recall its Bohemian origins. The thriving Czechs soon began
a century-long move westward from Lawndale to Cicero to Berwyn, and today they flourish
across the western suburbs. From the desolation of the 1915 Eastland disaster, in which
hundreds of victims were of Czech descent, to the triumphant Depression-era election of
Czech-born mayor Antonín C?ermák, Czechs of Chicagoland depicts how the Czech
community and its great leaders, benevolent societies, and charitable and social organizations
have shaped and continue to shape the course of Chicago's history.

The Family Tree Historical Atlas of Germany
Delve into German history with beautiful historical maps and useful, comprehensive timelines.
This book will help you untangle the complicated mess that is German history, tracing how
state boundaries have changed throughout the centuries. With 100-plus full-color maps, this
gorgeous atlas will guide you from the region's earliest days to the Holy Roman Empire and
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from Unification (1871) to Reunification (1990). The book also provides detailed summaries of
major events in German history, giving you the tools you need to find records in various time
periods. Inside, you'll find: • Curated maps of German states from medieval times to present,
each with detailed captions to explain what the map depicts and why it can be useful in
research • Extensive histories of Germanic regions to walk you through the country's complex
past • Beautiful, full-color maps bound in a hardcover format that makes a great gift for
historians and genealogists

German Towns in Slovakia & Upper Hungary
The author presents a compilation of his research and exploration into the origins and
meanings of Polish surnames, with Volume I including narrative chapters on name history,
structure and form, and Volume II devoted entirely to an alphabetic index of surnames by root.

The Family Tree Guidebook to Europe
Covering all access levels, from the new beginner to the more experienced researcher, the
Encyclopedia introduces the reader to a comprehensive master class in solving the mysteries
of your personal heritage, starting with advice about the very first steps, how to build up a
research plan by combining written word with new media applications, before providing a
detailed explanation of the various sources you will encounter when trying to flesh out your
ancestor's lives.The Encyclopedia is sectional, reflecting the different needs of a range of
potential users. Yet each section will remain a stand-alone reference article, so that the reader
can pick and mix according to need, including:,*Getting StartedAn expanded 'getting started'
section, with a comprehensive guide to the most important records that most researchers will
use when they begin to build their family tree.,*Going FurtherHaving built your family tree, the
next stage of work is to put flesh on the bones, in the way Who Do You Think You Are provides
a journey into the social history of each family. The Encyclopedia will deliver a combination of
historical context with practical advice about the sources you will need to investigate to
complete the research in each topic.,*Surname databaseAn increasingly popular element of
family history is the search for common ancestors from a distinct surname group. Advice about
linking to clan histories, surname history societies and how to find missing ancestors is
provided, along with a comprehensive guide to the meanings behind the most popular
surnames in the UK.Accompanying the book is a dedicated microsite that provides support,
online advice and unique services for users of the book, including streamed and exclusive
footage from the award winning BBC series and an opportunity to upload your information into
the National Memorybank.

Church, State and Dynasty in Renaissance Poland
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing
humanity in this collection of adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired
the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a
merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters
and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrouslooking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth.
The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy world. And
look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in
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October 2020!

The Family Tree Scandinavian Genealogy Guide
When did your Polish ancestors immigrate, from where did they leave, why did they leave, how
did they get here? These are questions we all hope to find the answers. This book is designed
to give the researcher the tools needed to research their Polish ancestors and find possible
answers to the origins of your Polish heritage. The book outlines a simple process that will
identify where your ancestors were born and where to find their Polish records. The author,
Stephen Szabados, uses his own genealogical research experience to outline a simple
process that has been successful for the author. The book lists many sources of information
that will add to your family history; identify where your ancestors were born and where to find
their Polish records. Traditional sources are covered but it also discusses many new and
exciting sources for Polish records that have been implemented by genealogy societies in
Poland. The book includes many sample documents and tips that should prove useful for both
the beginner and the veteran genealogist. The information in this book covers the most up-todate collection of sources for Polish genealogy and should prove to be invaluable when doing
Polish research.

Polish Surnames
You take the high road, and I'll take the low - and your genealogy research will be in Scotland
before you know it! This book will help you discover your Scottish heritage at all stages of your
research, from identifying your immigrant ancestor to tracking down records in the old country.
Inside, you'll learn all about all the various genealogy records available both in the United
States and Scotland, plus where to find them in online record databases and archives. In
addition, you'll receive a brief rundown of Scottish history, naming traditions, and geography including the key administrative districts useful for finding records. Whether your ancestors hail
from the Highlands or the bonnie, bonnie banks of Loch Lomond, this book will help you grow
your family tree in Scotland. AUTHOR: Amanda Epperson is a genealogy writer and lecturer
who holds a PhD in history from the University of Glasgow in Scotland, with emphasis in
emigration from Scotland to the United States. She runs the Scottish Emigration Blog
(scottishemigration.blogspot.com, 1,400 views/month) and has spoken at various libraries and
genealogical conferences. Her writing credits include Family Tree Magazine, Internet
Genealogy, and History Magazine. In addition to writing and speaking, Epperson has taught
history at numerous colleges (including the University of Akron) and works as a researcher and
editor at Genalogists.com. 100 b/w illustrations

Polish Immigrants, 1890-1920
In this astonishing story that “reads like a thriller and is so, so timely” (BuzzFeed) Ariana
Neumann dives into the secrets of her father’s past: “Like Anne Frank’s diary, it offers a story
that needs to be told and heard” (Booklist, starred review). In 1941, the first Neumann family
member was taken by the Nazis, arrested in German-occupied Czechoslovakia for bathing in a
stretch of river forbidden to Jews. He was transported to Auschwitz. Eighteen days later his
prisoner number was entered into the morgue book. Of thirty-four Neumann family members,
twenty-five were murdered by the Nazis. One of the survivors was Hans Neumann, who, to
escape the German death net, traveled to Berlin and hid in plain sight under the Gestapo’s
eyes. What Hans experienced was so unspeakable that, when he built an industrial empire in
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Venezuela, he couldn’t bring himself to talk about it. All his daughter Ariana knew was that
something terrible had happened. When Hans died, he left Ariana a small box filled with letters,
diary entries, and other memorabilia. Ten years later Ariana finally summoned the courage to
have the letters translated, and she began reading. What she discovered launched her on a
worldwide search that would deliver indelible portraits of a family loving, finding meaning, and
trying to survive amid the worst that can be imagined. A “beautifully told story of personal
discovery” (John le Carré), When Time Stopped is an unputdownable detective story and an
epic family memoir, spanning nearly ninety years and crossing oceans. Neumann brings each
relative to vivid life, and this “gripping, expertly researched narrative will inspire those looking
to uncover their own family histories” (Publishers Weekly).

Polish Genealogy Research
Poland
Break through brick walls in your genealogical research Learn how to use innovative methods
to unearth hard-to-find ancestors. Advanced Genealogy Research Techniques shows you,
step by step, how to uncover elusive details by taking advantage of specialized tools and
software programs and using proven best practices for breaking through the brick walls that
have hindered your progress. You’ll get professional advice on formulating a research
strategy, understanding the details you discover, keeping careful track of your data, analyzing
the evidence, and developing hypotheses. Real-world case studies demonstrate how you can
apply the systematic procedures presented in this practical guide to your own research--and
achieve success! Examine the brick wall in detail to find potential weak spots that can be
exploited into a breakthrough Use brute force techniques that leave no stone unturned Obtain
exact copies of original records rather than derivative sources Research the family, associates,
and neighbors (FANs) of your brick wall ancestor Consult with your family, friends, and
colleagues to get a fresh perspective on your research Use crowdsourcing--genealogy
societies, online forums, social media, blogs, wikis, and podcasts Apply technological
solutions, including DNA testing and specialized genealogical software Get tips on hiring a
professional genealogical researcher with the appropriate credentials and references Revisit
your brick wall problem after honing your research skills Review your evidence, develop a
research strategy, and keep a meticulous research log

The Family Tree Historical Maps Book - Europe
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Inspired by the incredible true story of one Jewish family
separated at the start of World War II, determined to survive--and to reunite--We Were the
Lucky Ones is a tribute to the triumph of hope and love against all odds. "Love in the face of
global adversity? It couldn't be more timely." --Glamour It is the spring of 1939 and three
generations of the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of
war grows closer. The talk around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding
romance, not of the increasing hardships threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom,
Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will become inescapable and the Kurcs will be
flung to the far corners of the world, each desperately trying to navigate his or her own path to
safety. As one sibling is forced into exile, another attempts to flee the continent, while others
struggle to escape certain death, either by working grueling hours on empty stomachs in the
factories of the ghetto or by hiding as gentiles in plain sight. Driven by an unwavering will to
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survive and by the fear that they may never see one another again, the Kurcs must rely on
hope, ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere. An extraordinary, propulsive novel, We Were
the Lucky Ones demonstrates how in the face of the twentieth century's darkest moment, the
human spirit can endure and even thrive.

When Time Stopped
Trace your Eastern European ancestors from American shores back to the old country. This indepth guide will walk you step-by-step through the exciting--and challenging--journey of finding
your Polish, Czech, or Slovak roots. You'll learn how to identify immigrant ancestors, find your
family's town of origin, locate key genealogical resources, decipher foreign-language records,
and untangle the region's complicated history. The book also includes timelines, sample
records, resource lists, and sample record request letters to aid your research. In this book,
you'll find • The best online resources for Polish, Czech, and Slovak genealogy, plus a clear
research path you can follow to find success • Tips and resources for retracing your ancestors’
journey to America • Detailed guidance for finding and using records in the old country •
Helpful background on Polish, Czech, and Slovak history, geography, administrative divisions,
and naming patterns • How the Three Partitions of Poland and the Austro-Hungarian Empire
affect genealogical research and records • Information on administrative divisions to help you
identify where your ancestors' records are kept • Sample letters for requesting records from
overseas archives • Case studies that apply concepts and strategies to real-life research
problems Whether your ancestors hail from Warsaw or a tiny village in the Carpathians, The
Family Tree Polish, Czech and Slovak Genealogy Guide will give you the tools you need to
track down your ancestors in Eastern Europe.

Family Tree Memory Keeper
Discover your Italian roots! Say "ciao" to your Italian ancestors! This in-depth guide will walk
you through the exciting journey of researching your Italian famiglia both here and in Italy.
Inside, you'll find tips for every phase of Italian genealogy research, from identifying your
immigrant ancestor and pinpointing his hometown to uncovering records of him in Italian
archives. In this book, you'll find: • Basic information on starting your family history research,
including how to trace your immigrant ancestor back to Italy • Strategies for uncovering
genealogy records (including passenger lists, draft cards, and birth, marriage, and death
records) from both the United States and Italy, with annotated sample records • Crash-course
guides to Italian history, geography, and names • Helpful Italian genealogical word lists •
Sample letters for requesting records from Italian archives Whether your ancestors hail from
the island of Sicily or the hills of Piedmont, The Family Tree Italian Genealogy Guide will give
you the tools you need to track your family in Italy.

The Family Tree Polish, Czech And Slovak Genealogy Guide
KL
Since its beginnings, Poland has been a moving target, geographically as well as
demographically, and the very definition of who is a Pole has been in flux. In the late medieval
and early modern periods, the country grew to be the largest in continental Europe, only to be
later wiped off the map for more than a century. The Polish phoenix that rose out of the ashes
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of World War I was obliterated by the joint Nazi-Soviet occupation that began with World War
II. The postwar entity known as Poland was shaped and controlled by the Soviet Union. Yet
even under these constraints, Poles persisted in their desire to wrest from their oppressors a
modicum of national dignity and, ultimately, managed to achieve much more than that. Poland
is a sweeping account designed to amplify major figures, moments, milestones, and turning
points in Polish history. These include important battles and illustrious individuals, alliances
forged by marriages and choices of religious denomination, and meditations on the likes of the
Polish battle slogan "for our freedom and yours" that resounded during the Polish fight for
independence in the long 19th century and echoed in the Solidarity period of the late 20th
century. The experience of oppression helped Poles to endure and surmount various
challenges in the 20th century, and Poland's demonstration of strength was a model for other
peoples seeking to extract themselves from foreign yoke. Patrice Dabrowski's work situates
Poland and the Poles within a broader European framework that locates this multiethnic and
multidenominational region squarely between East and West. This illuminating chronicle will
appeal to general readers, and will be of special interest to those of Polish descent who will
appreciate Poland's longstanding republican experiment.

Czech and Slovak Immigration to America
No other city in the United States is home to more Slovaks than Pittsburgh. It is estimated that
close to 100,000 Slovak immigrants came to the area in the 1890s looking for work and the
chance for a better life. The hills and valleys of this new land reminded newcomers of the
farms, forests, and mountains they left behind. They lived in neighborhoods close to their work,
forming numerous cluster communities in such places as Braddock, Duquesne, Homestead,
Munhall, the North Side, Rankin, and Swissvale. Once settled, Slovak immigrants founded
their own churches, schools, fraternal benefit societies, and social clubs. Many of these
organizations still enjoy an active presence in Pittsburgh today, serving to pass on the customs
and traditions of the Slovak people. Through nearly 200 photographs, Slovak Pittsburgh
celebrates the lives of those Slovaks who settled in Pittsburgh and western Pennsylvania, and
the rich heritage that is their legacy.

The Centenary Survey of the Board of Home Missions and Church Extension of
the Methodist Episcopal Church
An inventive, wholly original look at the complex psyche of Eastern Europe in the wake of the
revolutions of 1989 and the opening of the communist archives. In the tradition of Timothy
Garton Ash’s The File, Yale historian and prize-winning author Marci Shore draws upon
intimate understanding to illuminate the afterlife of totalitarianism. The Taste of Ashes spans
from Berlin to Moscow, moving from Vienna in Europe’s west through Prague, Bratislava,
Warsaw and Bucharest to Vilnius and Kiev in the post-communist east. The result is a
shimmering literary examination of the ghost of communism – no longer Marx’s “specter to
come” but a haunting presence of the past. Marci Shore builds her history around people she
came to know over the course of the two decades since communism came to an end in
Eastern Europe: her colleagues and friends, once-communists and once-dissidents, the
accusers and the accused, the interrogators and the interrogated, Zionists, Bundists, Stalinists
and their children and grandchildren. For them, the post-communist moment has not closed
but rather has summoned up the past: revolution in 1968, Stalinism, the Second World War,
the Holocaust. The end of communism had a dark side. As Shore pulls the reader into her
journey of discovery, reading the archival records of people who are themselves confronting
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the traumas of former lives, she reveals the intertwining of the personal and the political, of
love and cruelty, of intimacy and betrayal. The result is a lyrical, touching, and sometimes
heartbreaking, portrayal of how history moves and what history means.
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